This article reproduces a poster presented at the Socio-Legal Studies Association annual conference, 5-7 April 2016 at Lancaster University, UK. The poster outlines the emerging study of the legal and jurisprudential dimensions of comics. Seeking to answer the question 'what is graphic justice?', the poster highlights the variety of potential topics, questions, concerns, issues, and intersections that the crossover between law and comics might encounter. A transcript of the poster's text is provided for easier reuse, as well as a list of references and suggested readings. 
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. This poster outlines the emerging study of the legal and jurisprudential dimensions of comics.
Seeking to answer the question 'what is graphic justice?', the poster highlights the variety of potential topics, questions, concerns, issues, and intersections that the crossover between law and comics might encounter. The poster also seeks to employ the comics form in its articulation of the vast potential of this under-explored area of legal and comics study.
Methodology
The poster was created primarily through manual illustration, with images scanned into GIMP 2 where they were digitally coloured, formatted and arranged, with digital text and graphics added. The reproduction here has been slightly amended (inclusion of author and Alliance details) from that originally presented at the conference.
As the poster is an image file, a transcript of the poster's text is provided below to enhance discoverability and reuse. 
Foundations of Justice:
The arrangement of the text here might indicate that research is the foundation of justice; law should be informed, not instinctive.
As a research alliance, this implies community and society may also be part of what grounds justice.
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